C.11 Literary Chinese Texts, 3

Candidates should answer all questions. Translate all passages into Chinese, excluding commentary and annotation. All questions are of equal value.

Write your number not your name on the cover sheet of each Answer Book.

STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS
20 page Answer Book x 1
A Rough Work Pad

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Copies of a Chinese-Chinese dictionary will be provided.

You may not start to read the questions printed on the subsequent pages of this question paper until instructed that you may do so by the Invigilator.
 zien

3. UNSEEN

寂寢忽何待，朝著空自歸。欲尋芳草去，惜與故人違。

當路誰相假，知音世所稀。祗應守案，作寂寞。還掩

Quan Tang shi, Beijing: Zhong hua shu ju, repr.1985, 128.1296 (Wang Wei, l.), 160.1639 (Meng Haoran, r.).
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